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INT. HOLLYWOOD APARTMENT/LIVING ROOM - NIGHT1 1

The room is the site of the architectural equivalent of an 
ARCHEOLOGICAL DIG. Someone has been patiently STRIPPING 
BACK the layers of paint and wallpaper to reveal the 
original 1920’s OLD HOLLYWOOD features buried under 
decades of questionable interior design.  

The sound of SCRAPING echoes round the room. A young 
woman, Sofia, is at the top of a LADDER working on the 
largest wall with a paint scrapper. 

She PEELS BACK the final layer of wallpaper and FREEZES. 
The bare wall underneath, the oldest layer, is covered in 
strange, FADED SYMBOLS. 

Sofia stares at the symbols, fascinated.

SOFIA
Wow.

A large SHAGGY DOG laying in the corner of the room SITS 
UP and WHINES. Sofia LOOKS DOWN at the dog, SIMBA, who 
gazes back up at her and WUFFS.

SOFIA (CONT’D)
Pretty cool huh, Simba? This place has a 
gang of secrets.

Sofia SNIFFS. 

SOFIA (CONT’D)
What ... ?

She climbs down the ladder, brushes her sweaty hair from 
her eyes and SNIFFS again. Sofia heads across the room 
sniffing as she goes, closely followed by Simba. 

INT. APARTMENT/HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS2 2

Sofia PAUSES at the doorway into the hallway and SNIFFS 
again. At the end of the dark corridor is a partially 
closed door with a LIGHT beyond. 

Sofia tries to SQUEEZES past Sofia, but she GRABS her by 
the collar and holds her BACK. Sofia kneels, looks into 
Simba’s eye’s and puts a FINGER to her LIPS. 

SOFIA
Shush ...

Simba LICKS Sofia’s face by way of a reply. 

Sofia stands and closely followed by the dog, begins to 
SNEAK down the corridor towards the door.
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INT. APARTMENT CORRIDOR/DOORWAY - CONTINUOUS3 3

Sofia pulls CLOSE to the door, LIGHT spilling across her 
FACE. She looks down at Simba and SILENTLY mouths: 

SOFIA
One ... two ... 

On THREE she BURSTS through the door into the room beyond, 
the dog BOUNDING after her with a BARK.

INT. BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS4 4

A young man, BRIAN, is LOUNGING on a bean bag in the 
middle of the room EXHALING a long plume of BLUNT SMOKE. 
The room is also being STRIPPED BACK, but there’s a 
distinct lack of activity. 

SOFIA
BRIAN!

He YELPS, COUGHS and DROPS the BLUNT as Simba leaps across 
the room and lands on him. They both TUMBLE from the bean 
bag.  

BRIAN
Get off me, mutt! 

There’s a brief struggle between Brian and the dog, which 
Brian loses, leaving him winded on the floor. Sofia 
reaches down and PICKS UP the discarded blunt. Brian spots 
that she’s found the evidence. He’s well and truly BUSTED.  

BRIAN (CONT’D)
(Grinning hopefully)

Wazzup, girl? Looking fine tonight.

SOFIA
Are your trying to make me relapse?

BRIAN
I opened the window! 

It’s true, he did. 

SOFIA
Oh big whoop. I’m about to fall on my 
knees and weep with gratitude.  

BRIAN
Come on ... we been working our asses 
off. I just wanted to, you know, chill.

He climbs to his feet and advances on her. She holds up 
the blunt. 
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SOFIA
You know I can’t be around this.

He looks genuinely contrite. 

BRIAN
OK ... sorry. I mean it, truly. I fucked 
up. Lemme make it up to you. Wine?

Her face SOFTENS. 

BRIAN (CONT’D)
Wine’s OK. Right?

She SMILES.

SOFIA
Anything to get you out this apartment.  

He GRINS at her, pops a move in minor celebration and 
heads for the door. 

BRIAN
Back in a flash. 

He pauses at the door. 

BRIAN (CONT’D)
Oh, hey. I think we got mice or some shit 
like that. In the walls, you know? You 
can hear ‘em skittering. 

Sofia SIGHS. 

SOFIA
This place is worth the problems. 

BRIAN
Hell yeah! White, right?

SOFIA
Not Night Train!

He pauses in the doorway, BACKLIT and GRINS at her. 

BRIAN
But it goes so well with Mr Brownstone.

And then his GRINNING FACE is GONE.  

Sofia laughs to herself then opens her hand revealing the 
BLUNT. She gazes at it, tempted, then CRUSHES IT and 
reaches for Brian’s discarded PAINT SCRAPPER. 

CUT TO:
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INT. LIVING ROOM/LADDER - LATER5 5

The SCRAPPER slices a long strip of wallpaper from the 
wall revealing even more of the strange, faded symbols. 
Sofia’s too close to see the full effect, but from the 
back of the room the wall, now fully revealed by her 
scrapper, is COVERED in the strange symbols.  

A SKITTERING NOISE echoes from behind the wall. Sofia 
presses her EAR to the wall and HEARS multiple bodies 
running behind the walls. 

SOFIA
Mice my ass.

In ANGER she HAMMERS her fist on the wall. 

SOFIA (CONT’D)
Hey, Rats! Fuck off and hassle the 
asshole upstairs who plays shitty house 
music at three am!

Her fist DESCENDS, hits the wall ... and goes STRAIGHT 
THROUGH!

SOFIA (CONT’D)
FUCK!

A large chunk of hundred year old drywall CAVES IN under 
Sofia’s fist and her whole arm DISAPPEARS into the 
darkness beyond. 

A SMALL BOX falls from the hole to the FLOOR.

From the hole, there’s a distinct metal CRUNCH like a pipe 
CRACKING and a BLAST of GAS belches from the hole DIRECTLY 
into Sofia’s FACE!

She GAGS, looses her balance on the ladder, which CRASHES 
to the ground and she FALLS, SLAMMING into the floor, her 
head hitting with a sickening THUD. 

Her world EXPLODES into WHITE.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER6 6

Sofia’s world fades in FROM WHITE and her EYES flicker 
OPEN. 

She ROLLS over and tries to sits up. She’s WHOOZY and 
takes a DEEP BREATH, which sets off a COUGHING FIT that 
ends with her DRY HEAVING. Her EYES are bloodshot, dark-
ringed and seem HAUNTED; she’s SWEATING HEAVILY and her 
skin is SALLOW and WAXY. 
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The room SPINS and she clamps her hands to her head in an 
attempt to stop it. 

Eventually, the room SLOWS. 

One of Sofia’s hands comes away from her head BLOODY. She 
gazes at it dumbly until she shifts FOCUS from her bloody 
hand to a small METAL BOX on the floor. 

She BLINKS and stares at the box for a moment before 
REACHING for it. 

It’s very OLD. 

She prises it OPEN and her eyes register CONFUSION as 
she’s confronted by a SMAll OBJECT covered in MATTED HAIR. 
With trembling fingers she gingerly picks the object up by 
it’s HAIR.

It slowly REVOLVES in her hand revealing itself to be a 
DOLLS HEAD, severed from it’s body at the neck with both 
it’s eyes BURNT OUT.

With a YELP of shock, Sofia DROPS it and the box, which 
CLATTERS to the floor, spilling it’s remaining contents on 
the ground.

A pair of YELLOWED child’s underwear, ripped at the CROTCH 
and STAINED with what looks like ancient BLOOD. 

SOFIA
Jesus.

She JUMPS to her FEET and backs away form the horrible 
objects on the floor. A SKITTERING sound behind her draws 
her attention. She turns to the SYMBOL COVERED WALL and 
watches a HUGE RAT poke it’s SNOUT out from the gaping 
hole and SNIFF the air. 

As Sofia watches in horror the rat climbs from the hole 
onto the symbol covered wall and begins to WALK ACROSS THE 
WALL. She backs away from the wall as more rats begin to 
POUR from the wall and skitter across the symbols. 

Sofia TURNS and SPRINTS for the door to the hallway ...

INT. APARTMENT/HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS7 7

... and THROWS herself through it and into the HALLWAY 
beyond, SLAMMING the door behind her. 

She’s SWEATING HEAVILY and her eyes are WILD.
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She looks down the hallway and sees the LIGHTED ROOM at 
the far end, but turns to the FRONT DOOR that leads out of 
the apartment and heads for it.

She’s almost at the FRONT DOOR when the hallways suddenly 
SHIFTS under her feet and seems to UPEND. The floor under 
her feet becomes the WALL, the front door the ceiling and 
the lighted door the far distant FLOOR. 

Sofia SCREAMS and SCRABBLES for purchase, trying to reach 
the FRONT DOOR and SAFETY, but there’s nothing to hold 
onto and She FALLS ...

DOWN.

Screaming all the way as she falls down the hallway, which 
now seems an impossibly long SHAFT, towards the LIGHTED 
DOORWAY far, far below. 

She SLAMS into the doorway and TUMBLES through into the 
bedroom beyond ...

INT. APARTMENT/BEDROOM - CONTINUOUS8 8

... as she falls THROUGH the bedroom she CATCHES the 
hanging light, SHATTERING it and plunging the room into 
DARKNESS. She hits the far wall and, in the GLOOM, the 
room SPINS and she falls to the floor as the room RIGHTS 
ITSELF. 

Sofia lays on the floor, PANTING. 

As her breathing SLOWS she becomes aware that there’s 
something else in the room, also PANTING. 

An ANIMAL. 

Terrified, she calls out SOFTLY.

SOFIA
Simba ... ?

A LOW GROWL rumbles through the room as a pair of RED EYES 
snap into focus in the far corner of the room. Huge WHITE 
FANGS glitter in the darkness. 

Sofia LEAPS for the OPEN DOOR. 

With a HOWL the creature, it’s huge BULK and nightmarish 
contours barely visible in the GLOOM, HURLS itself after 
her. 

Sofia SLAMS the door behind her as she passes through into 
the hallway. 
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INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS9 9

Sofia SPRINTS down the hallway headed for the just visible 
FRONT DOOR at the FAR END. Unseen behind her, the creature 
SMASHES it’s way through the bedroom door and gives CHASE, 
it’s HOWLS, SNARLS and SCRAPING CLAWS echoing terribly in 
the hallway. 

Sofia, bathed in light, but all around her DARKNESS, 
reaches for the FRONT DOOR, but as she draws CLOSE, the 
door suddenly rockets BACKWARDS away from her. 

She can’t REACH IT!

The nightmare behind her HOWLS and SNARLS, drawing ever 
closer as Sofia, SCREAMS and puts everything she’s got 
into a mad BURST of SPEED, but the front door again SHOOTS 
BACKWARDS, remaining tantalisingly out of reach.

The nightmare behind her is now so LOUD it must be almost 
on her!

In desperation, Sofia HURLS herself sideways at the only 
door in reach and CRASHES through it and into ...

INT. APARTMENT/LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS10 10

... the LIVING ROOM and, once again, finds herself 
FALLING.

Down, through the room towards the SYMBOL COVERED wall as, 
behind her, the creature -- moving so fast it’s an 
indistinct BLUR of NIGHTMARE PROPORTIONS and FLASHING 
TEETH -- follows with a blood-curdling HOWL. 

Sofia HITS the wall a heartbeat before the creature 
CRASHES into her. It’s TEETH and CLAWS rip at her and she 
SCREAMS, fighting for her life!

Her desperately flailing hand finds her discarded PAINT 
SCRAPPER. She GRABS IT and PLUNGES it knife-like into the 
mound of SNARLING FLESH on top of her. 

It HOWLS in agony as she STABS at it again and again with 
the PAINT SCRAPPER, throwing BLOOD across the symbols on 
the wall. 

She feels the creature WEAKEN and Sofia’s mouth fills the 
world, YELLING with animal triumph!

CUT TO:
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INT. STAIRWELL/HALLWAY OUTSIDE APARTMENT - CONTINUOUS11 11

Brian’s MOUTH as he hits a HIGH NOTE, singing along to 
Afroman’s hymn to dope smoking ‘Because I got High’, which 
plays on his headphones. 

He dances up the stairs, a bottle of WHITE WINE clutched 
in his hand the remnants of a BLUNT in his other, and into 
the hallway beyond.

BRIAN
I was gonna clean my room until I got 
high. I was gonna get up and find the 
broom but then I got high.

He SHIMMIES down the hallway past apartment doors left and 
right.

BRIAN (CONT’D)
My room is still messed up and I know why 
...

He stops outside a door and FUMBLES for his keys. Shoots 
them home with a sense of achievement, opens the door and 
dances inside, music BLARING. 

BRIAN (CONT’D)
'Cause I got high! ‘Cause I got high ...

INT. APARTMENT CORRIDOR - CONTINUOUS12 12

Brian dances across the hallway to the living room door, 
which is SLIGHTLY AJAR. 

BRIAN
‘Cause I got high!

He throws the door OPEN and sees ... 

INT. LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS13 13

... Sofia, covered in BLOOD her eyes FRENZIED, kneeling 
over the BLOODIED CORPSE of Simba, PLUNGING a paint 
scrapper over and over into the DOG.

Brian’s eyes go WIDE. 

He DROPS the wine bottle, which SLOWLY falls through the 
air, HITS the ground and SHATTERS. 

CUT TO:

Sofia’s FRENZIED EYES, which SNAP UP at the sound and 
FOCUS on figure stood in the doorway, her pupils DILATING 
massively. 
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The figure she sees is impossibly THIN, dressed all in 
BLACK and BACKLIT by a BLAZE of light that makes it GLOW. 
It’s eyes are two BURNT HOLES and it’s GRIN is like an 
impossibly huge HINGE, splitting it’s head in TWO.

It HISSES. 

She SCREAMS and, terrified, HURLS herself at it bringing 
her paint scrapper DOWN on it as she does ...

CUT TO:

Brian YELLS as he tries to defend himself from the paint-
scrapper. They STRUGGLE, he’s bigger, but she’s driven by 
pure FRENZY and is fighting for her LIFE.

The P.O.V PULLS BACK from them, keeping their struggle 
centred, but taking in the CARNAGE of the wider room as 
the P.O.V sedately glides BACK and passes THROUGH the 
gaping hole and into the darkness beyond. 

Sofia and Brian, framed THROUGH the gaping hole in the 
wall that looks INTO the living room beyond, fall OUT of 
sight as they struggle, but their screams and yells ECHO.  

Just visible in the gloom of the interior of the wall to 
the RIGHT of the gaping hole, is a SMALL DESICCATED 
FIGURE. An ancient CORPSE, placed there by God knows who 
and waiting to be discovered. 

It’s CHEST suddenly CONTRACTS and a BLAST of GAS belches 
from it’s mouth. 

Brian’s screams ECHO.

The corpse’s eyes SNAP OPEN and FOCUS on ... US. 

CUT TO:

BLACK.
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